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FOREWORD

DDrr.. YYaanngg,, JJwwiinngg--MMiinngg

It is commonly known in Chinese martial arts society that in order to
fight effectively and survive in a battle, any proficient martial artist must
acquire four basic categories of fighting techniques: kicking (Ti, 

), punching (Da, ), wrestling (Shuai, ), and Qin Na (Na, ).
Technically speaking, wrestling was designed to deal with kicking and
punching, Qin Na (i.e., joint control) was created to cope with wrestling,
and kicking and punching were to be used against Qin Na. You can see
that these four categories mutually support and also conquer each
other. That means in order to become a proficient martial artist, you
must master these four categories, which exist in every Chinese martial
style.

When Chinese martial arts were imported to Japan, kicking and
punching became Karate ( , The Dao of Barehand), wrestling
became the root of Judo ( , The Dao of Softness), and Qin Na built
the foundation of Jujitsu ( , The Dao of Soft Techniques). Later, the
combination of Judo and Jujitsu became today’s Aikido ( , The Dao
of Harmonizing Qi).

For example, it is commonly recognized in Japanese Karate society
that the root of Japanese Karate was Okinawan Karate, and Okinawan
Karate originated from the Chinese Southern White Crane style of Fujian
province, China. Not only that, it is recorded in Japanese documents,
CCoolllleeccttiioonn ooff AAnncceessttoorr’’ss CCoonnvveerrssaattiioonnss ( ), VVoolluummee 22,,
BBiiooggrraapphhyy ooff CChheenn,, YYuuaann--YYuunn ( ) that Chen, Yuan-Yun
(1587-1671 A.D., Ming dynasty) was the person who brought the “soft
techniques” (i.e., wrestling) into Japan in 1659 that became today’s Judo.

When Chinese martial arts were imported to the West in the 1960’s,
the majority of techniques focused on kicking and punching. In order to
make the contents of Western Chinese martial arts training more com-
plete, I have written four Qin Na books to introduce the art of seizing and
controlling. However, the Chinese wrestling arts are still not well-known
or understood by Western Chinese martial artists. In order to fill this
gap, I have been encouraging Master Liang to write a few books about
Chinese wrestling. Master Liang is well known as an expert in this field,
and he has won several gold medals in wrestling in China.

I am very happy to see that with Mr. Tai D. Ngo’s help, this wrestling
book is finally available to Western martial artists. In order to preserve
the martial arts that have been developed over thousands of years of
human history, we must put what we still know into books and on video.
This way these arts will not become lost treasures.

DDrr.. YYaanngg,, JJwwiinngg--MMiinngg
June 11, 1996
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PREFACE

MMaasstteerr LLiiaanngg,, SShhoouu--YYuu

Traditional Chinese free fighting is generally called San Shou ( ).
San Shou fighting includes the four main fighting categories of Ti
(Kicking, ), Da (Striking, ), Shuai (Wrestling, ), and Na (Qin Na, 

). Among these four basic techniques, Shuai Jiao (Shuai) has an
important value in San Shou fighting. In the past, winning a San Shou
match required knocking your opponent off the Lei Tai (competition
platform, ) or taking him down to the ground by using the skills of
Ti, Da, Shuai, and Na. Therefore, Shuai Jiao is a very important skill when
a martial artist is in a real combat situation. If a fighter does not have any
Shuai Jiao experience or training, the chance of winning or surviving in
a San Shou match is very slim. Therefore, more and more San Shou prac-
titioners around the world are recognizing the combat value of Shuai
Jiao and incorporating the techniques into their fighting styles. Even in
daily life, Shuai Jiao can be an effective tool for self-defense. Combining
the Shuai Jiao skill with your own self-defense skills can be a helpful
weapon to fight off an attacker on the street. Because of its practical
value, Shuai Jiao is an important part of Chinese martial arts.

All the different styles of Chinese Gongfu ( )(Wushu, ), have
some Shuai Jiao training methods in their forms. Unfortunately, not all
martial practitioner realize that there are Shuai Jiao techniques in their
style. I believe this is because in traditional Gongfu training, a teacher
will spend years to watch and test a student’s morality to see if that stu-
dent is worthy of teaching to pass on the secrets of their style. Without
detailed teaching and explanations from the master, the student will
only learn a lot of forms and flowery techniques. Therefore, many stu-
dents practice martial arts for many years, but are not able to get the
essence of their style. All they have learned are forms. It does not mat-
ter how beautiful the forms are: martial art forms without practical
usage are called Flower Fist and Brocade Leg (Hua Quan Xiu Tui,

), which means “useless.” Many people I have met said to me
that their Gongfu style does not have Shuai Jiao techniques. I asked
them to demonstrate their forms and then showed them the Shuai Jiao
techniques in the form they just performed. They were very surprised to
see Shuai Jiao techniques. Even a simple form like 24 postures Taijiquan
has many Shuai Jiao techniques.

Kuai Jiao ( ), simply means “fast wrestling” in Chinese. During
fighting, you will want to find an opportunity to throw down an oppo-
nent very quickly and skillfully. The fight should end quickly and you
should not be tangled-up with your opponent like a bull fight. 

The foundation and principles of Kuai Jiao are based on traditional
Chinese wrestling (If the reader is interested in this ancient throwing art,
please refer to the Traditional Chinese Wrestling book by Master Liang,
Shou-Yu & Tai D. Ngo, coming soon from YMAA Publication Center). In
general, most of the Kuai Jiao techniques introduced in this book are
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based upon traditional Chinese wrestling. This book will introduce
about 75 Kuai Jiao techniques for San Shou fighting, and the Traditional
Chinese Wrestling book will have more than 300 techniques. If you have
a strong foundation in traditional wrestling, it will help your Kuai Jiao
skill greatly.

The contents of this book are built upon the foundation of the tradi-
tional Chinese Wrestling training. Therefore this book can be used as a
reference for martial artists of all different styles. Mastering the tech-
niques in this book will help to bring your fighting ability to a higher
level. However, the primary goal of this book is not just for martial
artists who love to fight, but rather for all martial arts lovers with an
interest in learning and exploring this art. You can easily incorporate
these Kuai Jiao techniques into your training. The movements of these
techniques are simple and very easy to learn.

The primary goal of this book is to introduce San Shou Kuai Jiao
(Fast Wrestling for Free Fighting, ) for self defense. However, we
will also introduce some ground fighting techniques in the last chapter
of this book. One of the reasons is that quite often when you fight, you
may fall or be taken to the ground by your opponent. These ground fight-
ing techniques are very useful and also easy to learn.

When practicing, it is not enough to just run through the forms and
techniques. You must have a strong basic foundation in order to become
good and efficient in the art. This book also introduces some valuable
traditional basic training methods with bare hands and with equipment
to cultivate and enhance body conditioning and train this art’s special-
ized skills. These methods have passed down from generation to gener-
ation. The training methods are simple and refined, and can be fun, chal-
lenging and exciting. I hope the reader will enjoy the book and find it
helpful.

Here I would like to take this opportunity to express my special
thanks to my brother Dr. Yang, Jwing Ming for his encouragement and
his many forms of assistance for this and other books.

I would like to thank Al Arsenault for his contribution of all the tech-
niques in the last chapter of this book, which he both demonstrated and
wrote. He has studied martial arts since 1971, with special interest in
street-applicable techniques from a wide variety of martial arts includ-
ing Judo, Jujitsu and Qin Na. Mr. Arsenault also trained Shuai Jiao in
China. He attained the rank of 3rd degree black belt in Nisei Karate-do in
1986 and is currently founding president of the International Sansho Do
Association and is a 4th degree black belt in this discipline. Mr.
Arsenault’s profession is a Tactical Trainer, Crowd Control Member, Non-
Firearms Weapon Expert and First Class Career Constable (since 1979)
for the Vancouver Police Department in Canada.

Also I would like to thank my students Sam Masich and Huen Siu
Hung for their time and energy and participation in the photo shoots.
Sam Masich has studied martial arts since he was young, including Judo
and different Chinese internal arts. Sam was member of Canada’s first
National Wushu Team in 1985. He won two United States National Tai Chi
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Championships in 1987 and 1988. He also has a very deep understand-
ing of, and experience in the art of Tai Chi pushing hands and teaches
seminars in Canada and the United States.

Huen Siu Hung was also member of Canada’s first National Wushu
Team in 1985. He has studied a wide variety of Chinese martial arts and
has trained in Chinese wrestling since 1985. He has won many gold
medals in martial arts competitions in China and the United States.

This book is a collaboration between myself and Mr. Tai D. Ngo. It
has been a great pleasure to work with him on this book. He is original-
ly from Viet Nam and his profession is in the field of computers. He loves
martial arts and trains very hard. He has participated in many martial
arts competitions in the United States, Taiwan, and mainland China, and
is the 1992 and 1994 United States National Chinese Martial Arts
Competition Grand Champion in men’s internal styles.

In addition, I would like to thank Tim Comrie for his photography, Al
Loriaux for his help in the last chapter of this book and many YMAA
members for general help, including Andrew Murray for his editing.

LLiiaanngg,, SShhoouu--YYuu 
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PREFACE

MMrr.. TTaaii DD.. NNggoo

Since I was a boy, learning Gongfu is something that I always wanted
to do. I was first introduced to Gongfu by a close friend of my brother’s
when I was nine years old back in Viet Nam. My training, which only last-
ed a year, was interrupted by war. During my adolescent years, I traveled
and lived in different places in Viet Nam, China and Hong Kong. There
were times that martial skills were highly valued for self-protection.
Naturally, my desire to learn martial arts was strong, and has not less-
ened.

It was not until 1985, when I attended Northeastern University in
Boston to study Electrical Engineering, that I had the opportunity to
meet my teacher Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming. The introduction was brief and
quite unique. I asked Dr. Yang what style of Gongfu he taught. He told me
that he taught Shaolin Long Fist, Southern Shaolin White Crane, and
Yang Style Taiji. He started to explain and demonstrate a few Qin Na
techniques on me. His execution of the Qin Na techniques was most
impressive and painful. I dropped immediately to the floor. When I got
up, I told him I would be back tomorrow to join the class. I’ve been train-
ing with him ever since.

In the late 80’s I had the good fortune to meet Master Liang, Shou-Yu
at one of his seminars. His knowledge of internal and external Gongfu
styles and of Qigong is vast. Born into a martial arts family, Master Liang
had the opportunity to meet many legendary grandmasters. Over the
years, I had the opportunity to learn Xingyiquan (Hsing Yi Chuan),
Baguazhang, and Chen Style Taijiquan from Master Liang. Also in one of
these seminars, I was first introduced to Shan Shou Kuai Jiao. I was
immediately fascinated with the effectiveness of the art and started to
realize how important Shan Shou Kuai Jiao was to my martial arts train-
ing.

Although Master Liang is well known in many styles of Chinese mar-
tial arts in China and in North America, few people know that he is an
expert in Chinese wrestling. In fact, during his adolescent years, Master
Liang won many wrestling matches in private challenges and public
competitions. During the political turmoil of the Cultural Revolution in
China (1966-1976), Master Liang trained many farmer-students in Wushu
and wrestling to defend their homes and villages.

The material in this book is a culmination of Master Liang’s many
years of extensive experience. I was responsible to help Master Liang
translate, compile and write some basic theoretical information. But
because of my inexperience in writing martial arts books, all my writing
has been checked and corrected by Master Liang and my teacher Dr.
Yang, Jwing-Ming.

When my teacher asked me if I could help Master Liang write this
book, I hesitated because I knew it would be an important commitment,
and also because of my limited understanding of the art. But with the
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encouragement of Master Liang and Dr. Yang, I gladly accepted the task.
It is a great honor to help Master Liang introduce this exciting art to the
public. 

This book is the first book written in English to introduce the art of
Shan Shou Kuai Jiao with complete traditional training methods. For
those readers new to the art of Shan Shou Kuai Jiao, this book may serve
as a thorough introduction to the art. In chapter 1, we will discuss the
basic principles, basic requirements and training stages of the art. In
chapter 2 and 3, we will introduce barehand and equipment training for
body conditioning. In chapters 4, 5, 6, and 7, we will introduce different
varieties of throwing methods. In chapter 8, we will introduce some
basic ground control techniques.

Here I would like to take the opportunity to express my gratitude to
Master Liang, who believed in me and gave me the honor of helping him
write this book, from which I have benefited the most by learning so
much. Also, I would like to give special thanks to my teacher Dr. Yang,
Jwing-Ming for his encouragement, insight, and technical advice. Thanks
to Al Arsenault for sharing his knowledge of ground fighting in chapter
8. Finally, thanks to Andrew Murray for helping to clarify my writing and
for general editing.

TTaaii DD.. NNggoo
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Chapter 1

General Introduction

1-1. Introduction
San Shou Kuai Jiao ( ) refers to the techniques used in free

fighting to take down or throw an opponent. Because San Shou Kuai Jiao
emphasizes speed, it is known as Fast Wrestling. The words San Shou
( ) in Chinese mean free fighting, and imply the use of bare handed
martial skills. Kuai Jiao ( ) means quickly downing or throwing an
opponent.

Traditionally, Chinese martial arts fighting techniques are divided
into four general fighting categories: Ti ( ), Da ( ), Shuai ( ), Na 
( ). Ti is kicking; Da is striking; Shuai (short for Shuai Jiao, ) is
wrestling; Na is Qin Na ( ), i.e. seizing and controlling an opponent’s
joints and cavities. Generally speaking, when you encounter an oppo-
nent in a fight, leg techniques are used in long ranges and hand tech-
niques are used for short ranges.

To become a well-rounded martial artist, you must be proficient in
the four basic fighting skills mentioned above. In the past, San Shou
competition was held on the Lei Tai ( ), a 24 x 24 foot platform 5 feet
high. Victory was decided when an opponent was thrown off the Lei Tai
or knocked to the floor. Therefore, Shuai Jiao is an important part of San
Shou fighting. A martial artist without any Shuai Jiao skills would not
easily survive a San Shou match.

Shuai Jiao is believed to be the oldest martial art in China. Its histo-
ry can be traced back thousands of years. Legend tells that Shuai Jiao
already existed during the reign of the Yellow Emperor (Huang Ti, 
2697 B.C.) and was used to train soldiers. Throughout Chinese history
the art has been adopted by governments of different dynasties as a mil-
itary training method. However, Shuai Jiao was not only used as a tool
for military training, but also widely practiced among civilians. It was
the civilians who perfected and popularized the art. 



In the Song dynasty (960-1278 A.D.), Shuai Jiao skill had reached a
very high level and fast wrestling (Kuai Jiao, ) already existed and
was very popular. During this period, throws became more complex, and
speed and skillfulness of movement was emphasized. 

Technically speaking, the foundation and basic principles of San
Shou Kuai Jiao are based on traditional Chinese wrestling (Chuan Tong
Shuai Jiao, ) and adapted for combat training. San Shou Kuai
Jiao techniques and principles are very simple, effective and—most
importantly—quick. Because of its speed and effectiveness, an oppo-
nent often does not have a chance to fight back. San Shou Kuai Jiao is an
art that does not rely just on muscular strength—it must be done skill-
fully. It always emphasizes avoiding direct impact with an enemy’s
power. It also emphasizes getting close to an enemy quickly and using
the enemy’s power against himself. Because of its effectiveness, San
Shou Kuai Jiao has been trained along with all styles of Chinese martial
arts for thousands of years.

San Shou Kuai Jiao can cause tremendous physical damage to an
opponent. The severity of the damage is dependent on the degree of
power used in the technique. Moderate use of power can quickly throw
down an opponent and disable his fighting ability. Excessive use of
power can permanently injure an opponent. Therefore, the value of San
Shou Kuai Jiao has been recognized by Chinese martial artists for cen-
turies. Even with today’s modern military technology, San Shou Kuai
Jiao is still an important combat skill. In China today it is used to train
the police, the military, and special forces.

Differences Between San Shou Kuai Jiao and Other Styles
of Wrestling

In general when fighting, the conflict becomes a competition of
power, speed, technique, and adaptability to changing situations. The
goal is to quickly disable your opponent’s fighting ability so that he can-
not fight back. When fighting on the street, you cannot risk tangling with
your opponent too long. You need to end the fight as soon as possible,
especially if you are facing more than one opponent. San Shou Kuai Jiao
is perfectly suitable for self-defense on the street because it specializes
in throwing techniques to disable an opponent’s fighting ability.
Throwing techniques can be used whether you initiate the attack or are
defending against one. Almost every part of your body can be used
against an opponent. The most common body parts used are: head,
hands, elbow, shoulder, foot, knees and hips.

As mentioned earlier, San Shou Kuai Jiao is a special kind of martial
art technique used to throw or take down an opponent very fast. This
art shares many similarities with other wrestling styles, especially tradi-
tional Chinese wrestling and Japanese Jujitsu and Judo. This is no sur-
prise because San Shou Kuai Jiao’s foundation is based on traditional
Chinese wrestling, and traditional Chinese wrestling influenced Jujitsu
and Judo. 
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Many martial arts historians believe that it was Chinese wrestling
that greatly influenced the soft arts of Japan. During the late Ming
dynasty, a government officer and martial artist named Chen, Yuan-Yun
( , 1587-1671 A.D. Ming dynasty) fled China to Japan in the year
1659 and later taught martial arts there. This is recorded in Japan’s his-
tory documents Collection of Ancestor’s Conversations ( ),
Volume 2, Biography of Chen, Yuan-Yun ( ). The Japanese
built a monument to honor his contributions to Japan’s martial arts.
This monument still stands outside of a temple in Tokyo.

Generally speaking, most San Shou Kuai Jiao techniques were
derived from traditional Chinese Wrestling (Shuai Jiao), and Shuai Jiao is
the oldest form of Chinese martial arts. However, because Shuai Jiao
already existed for thousand of years, it became a complete system by
itself. Therefore, Shuai Jiao provides many important foundations for
San Shou Kuai Jiao’s techniques and development.

Although San Shou Kuai Jiao shares some similarities with tradition-
al wrestling and other arts, from a technical point of view, San Shou Kuai
Jiao’s technique construction, basic principles, applications and pur-
poses are quite different from the rest. These differences are San Shou
Kuai Jiao’s distinctive characteristics. In general, we can summarize
these differences as follows:

First, compared to traditional Chinese wrestling, Jujitsu and Judo,
SSaann SShhoouu KKuuaaii JJiiaaoo eemmpphhaassiizzeess mmoorree ssppeeeedd wwhheenn tthhrroowwiinngg.. In con-
trast, traditional wrestling, Jujitsu and Judo emphasize obtaining good
grappling position on an opponent’s body or uniform first, and then
applying the throw. In this way, it takes more time to throw down an
opponent.

Second, SSaann SShhoouu KKuuaaii JJiiaaoo iinnccoorrppoorraatteess kkiicckkiinngg aanndd ppuunncchhiinngg
tteecchhnniiqquueess.. San Shou Kuai Jiao always combines hand and leg tech-
niques. However, traditional wrestling, Jujitsu and Judo, especially the
sport varieties, do not emphasize these techniques. 

Third, unlike Greco-Roman and free-style wrestling, Jujitsu, and
Judo, San Shou Kuai Jiao generally aavvooiiddss ffaalllliinngg ttoo tthhee ggrroouunndd aanndd
ggrraapppplliinngg ttoooo lloonngg wwiitthh aann ooppppoonneenntt. One simple reason is that it is
dangerous to tangle with an opponent on the ground in a real fight, espe-
cially if you face multiple opponents.

These differences do not imply that one style is superior to another.
Fighting is a very complicated subject. There are many factors behind
victory. Winning a fight depends on situation, timing, location, skills,
strength, and the spirit of the individual. It does not depend on the style
itself. As a martial artist, keep an open mind to accept and absorb the
effective elements of other styles. In turn, it will help to bring your skill
to a higher level. 
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1-2. General Principles of San Shou Kuai Jiao
Like many other different martial art styles, successful strategies for

attack and defense will generally follow the style’s basic principles and
rules. Without understanding the style’s principles and rules, you will
not achieve a high level of skill. One of the basic principles of San Shou
Kuai Jiao is ttaakkiinngg aaddvvaannttaaggee ooff yyoouurr ooppppoonneenntt’’ss bbooddyy ppoossttuurree aanndd
aappppllyyiinngg tthhee aapppprroopprriiaattee tteecchhnniiqquueess aatt tthhee rriigghhtt ttiimmee ttoo mmaakkee yyoouurr
ooppppoonneenntt ffaallll.. When applying a San Shou Kuai Jiao technique, you must
follow your opponent’s body postures and techniques, and know how to
borrow your opponent’s power and use it against him. For example;
when your opponent’s body is extend forward, you should not try to
throw him backward, and vice versa. 

There are two basic elements in a successful throw. FFiirrsstt,, tthhee ooppppoorr--
ttuunniittyy ttoo qquuiicckkllyy tthhrrooww yyoouurr ooppppoonneenntt ddeeppeennddss pprriimmaarriillyy uuppoonn hhiiss
bbooddyy ppoossttuurree.. SSeeccoonndd,, yyoouu mmuusstt uussee tthhee rriigghhtt SSaann SShhoouu KKuuaaii JJiiaaoo tteecchh--
nniiqquuee aatt tthhee rriigghhtt ttiimmee.. The throw will not be successful if you miss
either of the two elements mentioned above. 

San Shou Kuai Jiao techniques are concealed by or mixed with hand
and leg techniques. The techniques can be defensive or offensive. When
used defensively, you must lure an opponent to come in and attack first,
or intercept your opponent’s attack at the right moment, then apply the
appropriate technique. When used offensively, you need to be able to
create throwing opportunities by attacking first. Kicks, punches, and
fakes will force an opponent to concentrate on defense while you look
for the right opportunity to throw him.

Opportunity is an important factor in a fight. But in order to take
advantage of an opportunity, timing and decision are important. You
need to know how to capitalize on the opportunity when it comes.
During fighting, you and your opponent will move and change fighting
strategies constantly. Therefore, body postures also change all the time
to adjust to new situations. The change in body posture will happen in
the blink of an eye. However, there is always a chance that the opponent
will make a mistake. When he does, you need to make a quick decision
and apply the appropriate technique. If your timing is off or you are inde-
cisive, the opportunity will disappear. And if you pursue a disappearing
chance, not only will your efforts be in vain, you may also put yourself
in a dangerous position.

In order to be proficient in the art of San Shou Kuai Jiao, not only
must you understand the basic principles, but you also need to have
many other skills. You need to have the right mindset when facing an
opponent; your techniques must be alive, fast and powerful; and you
need know how and when to capitalize on opportunities and apply tech-
niques in an ingenious way. Of course, the use of strategy in a fight can-
not be ignored. 

The following key points are emphasized in San Shou Kuai Jiao train-
ing. Each point will be discussed in detail.
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1). Coordination of the External and Internal.
2). Grasp the Advantageous Opportunity in a Fight.
3). Techniques Must be Skillful.
4). The Execution of the Techniques Must be Quick.
5). Prepare Mentally. 
6). Adapt Strategy Wisely. 

11)).. CCoooorrddiinnaattiioonn ooff tthhee EExxtteerrnnaall aanndd IInntteerrnnaall

All proficient Chinese martial artists train the coordination of exter-
nal physical action (Yang, ) and internal mental strength and energy
(Yin, ). Through this coordination, the entire body is able to manifest
power and execute techniques with maximum strength and efficiency.
Therefore, external emphasis is on: hhaannddss (Shou, ), eeyyeess (Yan, ),
bbooddyy (Shen, ), tteecchhnniiqquueess (Fa, ), and sstteeppppiinngg (Bu, ) and internal
emphasis is on: eesssseennccee (Jing, ), ssppiirriitt (Shen, ), iinntteerrnnaall eenneerrggyy (Qi,

), mmuussccuullaarr ssttrreennggtthh (Li, ), and GGoonnggffuu or KKuunngg FFuu (Gong — time
and energy, ). These ten requirements can be considered the root and
foundation of Chinese martial arts practice. When these internal and
external elements are united and harmonized, the martial techniques
will be alive, fast, and powerful. Naturally, since San Shou Kuai Jiao is a
part of Chinese martial arts, these ten requirements are also heavily
emphasized and practiced in San Shou Kuai Jiao training. If fact, the
effectiveness of San Shou Kuai Jiao techniques depends totally on all ten
training requirements.

Externally, your eyes must always be on your target. It is the eyes
which first observe and detect an opponent’s movement, and then a
decision is made by the brain. Once a decision is made, the techniques
are executed through the hands and the legs, in coordination with the
body. That is why it is said: “The eyes arrive, the hands immediately
arrive, and the body and stepping also arrive.” (Yan Dao Shou Dao, Shen
Bu Ye Dao) ( ). 

Internally, in order to manifest the external techniques effectively,
efficiently, and powerfully, you must learn how to conserve your essence
and cultivate and raise your spirit. Then, you can build up abundant Qi
(internal energy). When this abundant Qi is directed to the muscles, they
manifest strength and power. In addition, once your mind is in a highly
alert state, your movements of hands, eyes, body and foot stepping will
become agile and will move as one unit. In order to reach this goal of
energy manifestation, you must know methods of internal cultivation and
how to apply them externally. Without knowing the methods of the train-
ing, all of the techniques will be without strong internal support.
Consequently, the techniques will be ineffective and weak. Next, let us
discuss these ten requirements one by one, beginning with the external.
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EXTERNAL:

n HHaanndd DDrriillllss((SShhoouu FFaa,, ))

Shou Fa generally refers to the hand techniques used for attack
and defense in martial arts. Different martial styles have their own
hand techniques and unique ways to manifest the characteristics
of the styles. Naturally, San Shou Kuai Jiao also has many different
hand techniques and their usage and application depend on the
situation. Common hand techniques used in San Shou Kuai Jiao
are: grabbing, pulling, thrusting, blocking, holding, lifting, twist-
ing, and pressing. Most importantly, since hands are the main
tools in a fight, in order to execute techniques effectively and
powerfully, you must train until your hands are strong and fast. In
San Shou Kuai Jiao, in order to execute your defensive and offen-
sive techniques effectively, you must be able to extend and with-
draw your hands very fast, and grab strongly and tightly.
Hand/arm conditioning training will be introduced in chapter 3.

n EEyyee TTrraaiinniinngg ((YYaann FFaa,, ))

A pair of clear and sharp eyes will bring your fighting skills to a
higher level. In a fight, the eyes make the first contact and
observe your opponent’s movement and intention, and then the
mind makes judgments to adapt to the situation. Having good
vision helps to detect every movement of your opponent and
reveals mistakes an opponent makes so you can choose the right
decision for an offensive or defensive move. In addition, a good
stare can put a lot of mental and psychological pressure on your
opponent. 

When fighting, look into your opponent’s eyes to detect his moti-
vation. When your opponent is scared, you can see that his eyes
are not focused but scattered. If he is careless and rude, he will
stare back at you. If your opponent is the cunning type, his
glance will be subtle. Different fighters have different personali-
ties and different levels of skills; therefore, each will have a very
different expression in his eyes.

There are a few ways that you can detect your opponent’s inten-
tion when you watch his body movements, his facial expressions,
and his eyes. When an opponent stares to your left, be wary of an
attack to your left side. When an opponent looks down, watch
out for his legs. When an opponent attacks with his mouth open,
more than likely he will not have much power in his punch or
kick. When an opponent attacks with his mouth closed, the
power will be strong. Observing shoulder movements is also
very important. When the opponent’s left shoulder is sinking,
very likely he will kick with his right leg. When the opponent’s
right shoulder moves backward, very likely he will strike with his
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Chapter 5 

Over the Back/Holding
the Waist Throwing

Methods

5-1. Introduction
The goal of San Shou Kuai Jiao techniques is to disable your enemy’s

fighting ability as quickly as you can. To achieve this, you need to throw
your opponent as hard as possible. However, the opportunity to throw
your opponent to the ground does not come often in a fight, because you
and your opponent’s body positions change constantly. You need to
react to the changes and be able to improvise so that you can apply sim-
ilar types of techniques but use them differently to achieve the take-
down. In any case, success depends on the situation and opportunity.
There is no best throw. The technique that works for you is the best
technique at that time.

In this chapter, we will introduce two different types of throwing
techniques. The first type is OOvveerr tthhee BBaacckk TThhrroowwiinngg MMeetthhooddss, which
have very high combat value and are often used in fighting. In these
types of throws, your back is to your opponent and you rely on the coor-
dination of the hips, arms and legs to throw your opponent high over
your back or shoulder. These kinds of techniques are extremely useful
against an opponent who doesn’t know how to fall. If you do not know
how to fall, it is natural that you will panic while you are in the air and
have no control over your own body. Falling incorrectly can cause dev-
astating injury to the body. 

The second type is HHoollddiinngg tthhee WWaaiisstt TThhrroowwiinngg MMeetthhooddss. With this
type of throw you use your arms to hold an opponent’s waist and then
lift him up to throw him, or to upset his balance for a takedown. This

       



kind of throwing technique is best suited for a shorter person with a low
center of gravity. Of course, strong arms and legs are also a help.

5-2. Over the Back Throwing Methods

1. Squeezing the Neck, Hip Throw 
a). With his right foot forward Gray attacks with his right hand.

White blocks the punch with his left forearm, presses down-
ward and tightly grabs Gray’s upper arm (Figure 5-1).

b). White then steps forward and, using the ball of the right foot
to pivot to the left, steps inside Gray. White’s heels are now
parallel in front of Gray’s feet, with both knees slightly bent in
a high Horse Stance. White presses his buttocks tightly
against Gray’s abdomen. At the same time he uses his right
arm to lock Gray’s neck (Figure 5-2).

c). White snaps his upper body upward to the left and bends for-
ward with body momentum. Simultaneously, he pulls Gray
downward and to the left with the arm and neck lock. By coor-
dinating the waist, buttocks, and the pulling of both arms,
White uproots Gray and throws him over his back to the
ground (Figures 5-3 and 5-4).

KKeeyy PPooiinnttss
a). Both knees should be bent for good root and balance.

b). Your left hand should keep pulling your opponent’s right arm
throughout the throw.
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2. Lifting the Arm, 
Holding the Shoulder, 
Over the Back 
Throw 

a). Gray attacks with a right
hook to White’s head. White
steps forward with his left foot
and blocks the punch with his
left arm from left to right (Figure
5-5).

b). White steps forward with his right foot and puts it between
Gray’s feet. At the same time he thrusts his right hand into
Gray’s right armpit and lifts upward. White uses his left hand
to grab Gray’s right upper arm or clothing and pull downward
into White’s chest. At this point Gray should be leaning for-
ward to his right (Figure 5-6).
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c). White steps his left foot behind his right foot and turns to the
left into a high Horse Stance. Both feet are parallel and in front
of Gray’s feet. White’s back is now to Gray and his right but-
tock presses against Gray’s abdomen. White twists to the left
and makes a circular, downward motion with his right hand to
keep Gray’s left arm stretched out (Figure 5-7).

d). Simultaneously, White’s knees spring up while his left hand
keeps pulling Gray’s right arm. White moves his body and
keeps lifting with his right arm and hip so that Gray is pulled
over his back (Figure 5-8).

KKeeyy PPooiinnttss
a). Always keep your opponent’s body close against your right

hip.

b). Both arms should make circular motions when pulling your
opponent down.

3. Holding the Waist, Over the Back Throw 
a). Gray attacks with right punch to the head. White dodges

right, steps forward with his left foot,  and blocks the punch
with his left arm (Figure 5-9).

b). White steps forward with his right foot and puts it in between
Gray’s feet. Simultaneously, White moves his right hand under
Gray’s right arm to hold Gray’s waist. With his left hand White
then grabs Gray’s right hand and pulls it downward close to
his body (Figure 5-10).
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c). White steps his left foot behind his right foot and turns to the
left into a high Horse Stance, knees bent. Both feet are paral-
lel, and White’s back faces Gray while his buttocks press
against Gray’s abdomen (Figure 5-11). 

d). Keeping his head tucked in, White springs up with the knees,
lifting Gray with his hip and pulling Gray with his left hand.
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Still holding Gray’s waist White twists his body to throw Gray
over his back (Figure 5-12).

KKeeyy PPooiinnttss
a). This technique is very similar to technique #2 except that

your right arm holds your opponent’s waist instead of lifting
his right arm upward.

4. Penetrating and Holding the Arm, Over the Back 
Throw 
a). Gray attacks with a right punch to the head. White dodges right

and blocks and grabs the punch with his left arm (Figure 5-13).

b). White then reaches with his right hand to grab and hold
Gray’s right arm while pulling with the left. Simultaneously,
White steps his right foot forward and his left foot behind and
around the right foot into Horse Stance, knees deeply bent.
Both feet are parallel, and White’s buttocks press against
Gray’s abdomen (Figure 5-14).

c). Keeping his head tucked in and springing up with straight
knees, White lifts and throws Gray over his back (Figure 5-15).

KKeeyy PPooiinnttss
a). After entering the throwing position, both hands should pull

continuously on your opponent’s right arm to upset his bal-
ance. 

b). Keep both knees deeply bent and keep your body close to
your opponent’s.
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